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ABSTRACT

This project contains a proposal for development of a web application purpose of
providing accommodation's information for customers to plan and make decision of
accommodation within Thailand instead of use a traditional way.
The project has the analysis current situation, competitor, and SWOT for focus on
target group correctly in order to create marketing strategy.

For another thing, it

includes part of financial analysis which covers cost, benefit. This brings to conclude
break even analysis, and graph presentation to indicate business growth.
Besides, the project also includes creating and designing web prototype.

It

contains site map and layout to show web structure. Moreover, this web has designed
logical database and data:flow diagram for understanding overall system.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project
Traveling business is one of the most important businesses because every region

in Thailand has interesting places. For example; if tourists want to see beautiful nature,
they can go up north. If they like diving, they can go to the south. Places, well known
to travelers, are Sukothai Historical Park, Wat Phra Si Rattanasatsadaram in the Grand
Palace, Phanom Rung Sanctuary, Simiran Island, Kho Chang, etc. The tourism industry
makes most revenue for Thailand.
Around 4-5 years ago, many countries
encountered with a recessive economic cns1s.
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the world including Thailand

This problem crashed the tourism

industry and recently, the world faced a serious crisis: SARS. The number of traveler
decreased, and the Thai government tried to find many ways to boost the tourism
industry. One of many ways for promoting was Amazing Thailand Campaign.
Due to the above reasons, we see opportunities to encourage traveling business
through Internet Technology. Through this project, there can be a distinct relationship
between a backpacker and an accommodation owner.

Not only that, we provide

information service such as accommodation of each province and information of
interesting place.

1.2

Objectives of the Project
The objectives for creating and developing web application are:
(1)

To create brand awareness of this web site.

(2)

To provide full range of information of accommodations for owners to
present their property.

(3)

To provide service and information about Thailand's accommodation for
backpack foreigner.

l.3

(4)

To promote Thailand's traveling indust1y to foreigner.

(5)

To design and establish a prototype website.

Scope of the Project
This project focuses on creating and developing a prototype website. There are

two main target groups, which are:
(1)

Accommodation's owner who would like to promote and provide their
accommodation's information.

(2)
l.4

Backpack foreigner who would like to find an accommodation in Thailand.

Deliverables
The completion of information based system of Thailand inbound backpacking

traveling project will deliver in the two formats:
(1)

The first format is the document of project including literature review,
project introduction, strategic and marketing plans, project management and
recommendation.

(2)

The second format is prototype of web site, including web site design.
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II.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Beginning of the Commercial Web
The term Electronic Commerce has only really emerged in the last few years, and

can generally be regarded as a broadening of the term Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) with the realization that companies require more than one messaging solution
within their IT strategy. However, as most Internet users are fully aware, there have
been links between computers since the l 960's, so the routes of electronic trading lie
much further back even than when EDI became a buzzword during the 1980s.
Early on the growth of electronic commerce practices was bound to be slow. A
number of forward thinking companies pioneered various techniques for transferring
data in formats that would mean it could be processed on receipt.
At this time the terms Electronic Commerce or EDI did not exist, but that is what
companies were trying to achieve. The most important realization was that common
data formats were needed for such transfers to work between communities of traders.
This led to the creation of standards bodies in Europe and the US, and saw the
cooperation of industry groups in defining message requirements.
A number of pilots were set up, not all of which were successful in trading terms,
but which helped to elevate the subject in public awareness. Two of the better known
ones were in the shipping industry and were known as DISH and SHIPNET. A number
of port community systems were created across Europe. Felixstowe, Southampton,
Rotterdam and Amsterdam all set up import/export systems that are still in use.
During the eighties, a number of Value Added Network services were created to
provide secure communications channels for business usage, and their awareness raising
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activities, along side work being done by the standards bodies, helped to start build
communities of users in a variety of business sectors, such as the retail industry.
Subsequently, smaller V ANs have emerged to cater for the requirements of
specific sectors, such as education. The airline industry, freight forwarding community
and shipping community have all, at some stage, created networks for transmission of
EDI and Email data.
The establishment of the EDI Association helped to coordinate users in their task
of creating messages to suit the needs of various industry sectors. The Association has
continued to grow, with a number of special interest groups that works together to
prevent duplication of effort in message design. Further details are available under
Association News.
By the end of the eighties there were high expectations for EDI, and analysts
repeatedly made predictions of unprecedented growth. Only one percent of potential
users had implemented EDI. The number of users would double every year. No one
could stay in business without EDI.
For some reason, though, the growth never reached expectations. The new
business revolution was only taking off at a modest pace. There are a number of reasons
for this, but the most often cited is that international standards have taken a long time to
be developed to a level where they match business requirements. There has also been a
general phobia about standards and message types and making connections. The process
is too complicated for many would be users. Futthermore, those who did invest in EDI
did not always gain benefits. A large retail company could benefit by purchasing from
its suppliers, but this does not always benefit those suppliers. Unless they have
integrated their EDI application and their order processing system, then they will
probably have printed out the orders for processing.
4

The Internet offers a range of messaging techniques, all of which work rapidly.
The standards used to make it work are not all ratified by international standards
bodies, but they do work. The factor of not having to wait for standards to be agreed has
surely accelerated the growth in the number of Internet users.
An equally significant factor is that, with the existing level of awareness of
electronic commerce practices, companies can easily identify the Internet as a means of
exchanging business data. It may have certain drawbacks with regard to security and
data integrity, but at least the users understand what these problems are, and can push
for changes.
The developments in communications and standardization over the past twenty
years will undoubtedly continue, and will lead to improvements in the ways industry
trades. We now have a range of communications options: telephone networks, ISDN,
X.400, the Internet, satellite and mobile communications, and others, such as digital
radio, will doubtless become popular.
What is important is how these options are used. There must be a business case,
justified by benefits over expenditure, for all applications that we choose to handle
electronically. The Internet has opened up interactive communications for everyone and,
in a sense, has placed the boot firmly on the foot of the buyer. Communications
providers must now meet the requirements of the market. If, as a buyer, you want to use
Email, EDI, fax, voice mail, or any facet of the Internet, then you have choices as to
how you do it.
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2.2

What Is E-Business?
E-Business is founded upon the development of the internet, the World Wide

Web and the standards and protocols that enable the technologies to operate.
E-Business is about the use of electronic networks and associated technologies to
enable, improve, enhance, transform or invent a business process or business system to
create superior value for current and potential customers. It also involves moving away
from conventional business thinking in order to effectively compete in a new and
dynamic environment: cyberspace. The emphasis shifts towards empowering your
customers and getting them more deeply involved in your business. As well, your
internal processes will become more automated with significantly less paperwork.
Therefore, our focus as we explore the emerging world of E-Business will be on:

Technical aspects - the hardware, software, and networks that are need to
connect a community of interest and allow them to share information. This also covers
the design and presentation of that information.

An important part of E-Business

technology is the specialized software used for payments, security, and service support.

Business model - how businesses inter work, and how this influences the way in
which they are established and the way in which technology is deployed.

In this

respect, how various players co-operate to provide an end product or service to the
consumer, and the various ways in which a virtual market is established.
The use of e-business for your company may include such things as e-mail, web
sites, interactive e-business systems, web-based customer inquiries, data exchange or
on-line sales (e-commerce).
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2.3

What Is E-Commerce?
E-commerce is the buying and selling of goods and services across the Internet.

An e-commerce site can be as simple as a catalog page with a phone number, or it can
range all the way to a real-time credit card processing site where customers can
purchase downloadable goods and receive them on the spot. Electronic commerce
merchants can range from the small business with a few items for sale all the way to a
large on-line retailer such as Amazon.com.
There are four generally accepted types of e-commerce:
Business-to-Business (B2B): This way of doing business electronically through
Internet or Electronic Data Interchange is the one deserves the most attention.
Business-to-Consumer (B2C): Businesses provide consumers with online
shopping through Internet, allowing consumers to shop and pay their bills online. This
type of offering saves time for both retailers and consumers.
Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C): Consumers can post their own products online
through some agent websites for other consumers to bid.
Government-to-Citizen (G2C): Among various kinds of services provided by
governments, many of them can be done through electronic media. Providing public
services electronically not only provides citizens time-saving and high-quality services,
but also improves efficiency and cost effectiveness.
Government-to-Business (G2B): this mode of trading often describes the way in
which government purchases goods and services through electronic media such as
Internet.
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2.4

Difference between E-Business and E-Commerce
E-business and e-commerce are terms that are sometimes used interchangeably,

and sometimes they're used to differentiate one vendor's product from another. But the
terms are different, and that difference matters to today's companies.
In both cases, thee stands for "electronic networks" and describes the application
of electronic network technology - including Internet and electronic data interchange
(EDI) - to improve and change business processes.
E-commerce covers outward-facing processes that touch customers, suppliers and
external partners, including sales, marketing, order taking, delivery, customer service,
purchasing of raw materials and supplies for production and procurement of indirect
operating-expense items, such as office supplies. It involves new business models and
the potential to gain new revenue or lose some existing revenue to new competitors.
It's ambitious but relatively easy to implement because it involves only three types
of integration: vertical integration of front-end Web site applications to existing
transaction systems; cross-business integration of a company with Web sites of
customers, suppliers or intermediaries such as Web-based marketplaces; and integration
of technology with modestly redesigned processes for order handling, purchasing or
customer service.
E-business includes e-commerce but also covers internal processes such as
production, inventory management, product development, risk management, finance,
knowledge management and human resources. E-business strategy is more complex,
more focused on internal processes, and aimed at cost savings and improvements in
efficiency, productivity and cost savings.
An e-business strategy is also more difficult to execute, with four directions of
integration: vertically, between Web front- and back-end systems; laterally, between a
8

company and

its customers,

business partners,

suppliers or intermediaries;

horizontally, among e-commerce, enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer
relationship

management

(CRM),

knowledge

management

and

supply-chain

management systems; and downward through the enterprise, for integration of new
technologies with radically redesigned business processes. But e-business has a higher
payoff in the form of more efficient processes, lower costs and potentially greater
profits.
E-commerce and e-business both address these processes, as well as a technology
infrastructure of databases, application servers, security tools, systems management and
legacy systems. And both involve the creation of new value chains between a company
and its customers and suppliers, as well as within the company itself.
All companies should have an e-commerce strategy. (Governments should have an
e-public service strategy.) Electronic networks in general and the Internet in particular
are too important for firms to ignore if they want to interact with customers, suppliers or
distribution partners.
But some companies need to move beyond e-commerce and form e-business
strategies - especially large companies that already have links to EDI networks or have
completed major ERP implementations. These companies have already reaped some of
the biggest benefits from e-commerce strategies. They're also likely to experience
organizational pain as conflicts develop among their ERP, EDI, supply-chain
management and e-commerce strategies. And last, they have enough experience and
knowledge in electronic-network technologies - and in process redesign and integration
- that they have a chance of being successful inane-business strategy.
Still, the coordination and organizational obstacles to developing an e-business
strategy are formidable. It involves major and potentially disruptive organizational
9

change. The risks of failure and the consequences from limited success are higher in an
e-business strategy than in an e-commerce strategy. Being a leader in e-business can
contribute to long-term success, but the stresses and strains of business transformation
can cause near-term damage.
A wise company may decide to consolidate its gams and complete the work
involved in its existing and largely separate e-commerce, ERP, CRM or supply-chain
initiatives before making the big leap to becoming an e-business. Jumping too soon can
be as disastrous as moving too late.
2.5

E-Commerce: Pros and Cons

Pros of E-Commerce

The global nature of the technology, the opportunity to reach hundreds of millions
of people, its interactive nature, the variety of possibilities for its use, as well as the
resourcefulness and rapid growth of its supporting infrastructures, especially the Web,
will result in many potential benefits to organization, individuals, and society.
Benefits to Organizations
The benefits to organizations are as follows:
(1)

E-commerce expands the marketplace to national and international markets.
With minimal capital outlay, a company can easily and quickly locate more
customers, the best suppliers, and the most suitable business partners
worldwide.

(2)

E-commerce decreases the cost of creating, processing, distributing, storing,
and retrieving paper-based information.

(3)

Supply chain inefficiencies, such as excessive inventories and delivery
delays, can be minimized with E-commerce.
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(4)

Pull-type processing allows for inexpensive customization of products and
services and provides a competitive advantage.

(5)

E-commerce reduces the time between the outlay of capital and the receipt
of products and services.

(6)

E-commerce supports BPR efforts. By changing processes, the productivity
of sales people, knowledge workers, and administrators can increase by 100
percent or more.

(7)

E-commerce lowers telecommunications costs.

The internet is much

cheaper than VAN s.
(8)

E-commerce enables efficient e-procurement that can reduce administrative
costs by 80 percent or more, reducing purchasing prices by 5 to 15 percent,
and reducing cycle time by more than 50 percent.

(9)

E-commerce companies to interact more closely with customers, even if
through intermediaries. This promotes better CRM and increases customer
loyalty.

(10) Other benefits include improved corporate image, improved customer
service, new business partners, simplified processes, compressed time-tomarket, increased productivity, reduced paper and paperwork, increased
access to information, reduced transportation costs, and increased flexibility.
Benefits to Consumers
The benefits of E-commerce are as follows:
( 1)

E-commerce allows consumers to shop or perform other transactions year
round, 24 hours a day, from almost any location.

(2)

E-commerce provides consumers with more choices; they can select from
many vendors and from more products.
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(3)

E-commerce frequently provides consumers with less expensive products
and service by allowing them to shop in many places and conduct quick
compansons.

(4)

E-commerce allows for quick delivery.

(5)

Consumers can locate relevant and detailed product information in seconds,
rather that days or weeks.

(6)

E-commerce makes it possible to participate in virtual auctions.

These

allow sellers to sell things quickly and buyers to locate collectors' items and
bargains.
(7)

E-commerce allows customers to interact with other customers in electronic
communities and exchange ideas as well as compare experiences.

(8)

E-commerce facilitates competition, which results in substantially lower
prices for consumers.

Be~fit~Jo_Society

The benefits of E-commerce to society are as follows:
( 1)

More individuals work at home and do less traveling for work or shopping
resulting in less traffic on the roads and reduced air pollution.

(2)

Some merchandise can be sold at lower prices, allowing less affiuent people
to buy more and increase their standard of living.

(3)

People in Third World countries and rural areas are now able to en3oy
products and services that otherwise are unavailable.

This includes

opportunities to learn skilled professions or earn a college degree.
(4)

Public services, such as health care, education, and distribution of
government social services can be delivered at a reduced cost and/or
improved quality.
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Cons of E-commerce

There are both technical and nontechnical limitations of E-commerce.
Technical Limitation of E-commerce
The major technical limitations of E-commerce
(1)

System security, reliability, standards, and some communication protocols
are still evolving.

(2)

Telecommunications bandwidths are insufficient.

(3)

Software development tools are still evolving and changing rapidly.

(4)

It is difficult to integrate the Internet and E-con1merce software with some
existing applications and databases.

( 5)

Vendors may need special Web servers, network servers, and other
infrastructure developments.

(6)

Some E-commerce software might not fit with some hardware, or it may be
incompatible with certain operating systems or components.

Nontechnical Limitation of E-commerce
The following are the major limitations that slow the spread of E-commerce.
(1)

The cost of developing E-commerce in-house can be very high and mistakes
made due to lack of experience may result in delays.

There are many

opportunities for outsourcing; but where and how to do it are not simple
ISsues.

Furthermore, to justify the system one must deal with some

intangible benefits, which are difficult to quantify.
(2)

Security and privacy are important in the B2C area, especially security
issues, which are perceived to be more serious than they really are. Privacy
protection measures are constantly being improved. Customers think these
issues are very important. The E-commerce industry has a very long and
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difficult task of convincing customers that online transactions and privacy
are, in fact, very secure.
(3)

In many cases, customers do not trust an unknown, faceless seller, paperless
transaction, and electronic money.

Because of this, switching consumer

preferences from physical to virtual stores may be difficult.
(4)

Some customers like to touch items, such as clothes, so they know exactly
what they are buying.

(5)

Many legal issues are as yet unresolved, and in many circumstances
government regulations and standards are not yet refined enough to deal
with the intricacies of E-commerce.

(6)

As a discipline, E-commerce is still evolving and changing rapidly. Many
people are looking for E-commerce to stabilize before they enter into it.

(7)

E-commerce does not enough critical mass for E-commerce to be
successful. In most applications, there are not yet enough sellers and buyers
for profitable E-commerce operations.

(8)

Some fear that as E-commerce reduces face-to-face social interactions, there
could be a breakdown in human relationships.

(9)

Internet access is still expensive and/or inconvenient for many potential
customers.

2.6

The Role of E-Business to the Travel Industry
Travel industry of Thailand has high extension and growth. Refer to the

information of Electronic Commerce Resource Center (ECRC); ECRC compares
Thailand with other countries such as France. France has the same size and number of
people. Since 1999, the number of traveler to France was about 73 million people,
while Thailand had only 8.3 million people. If we want to increase the number of
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travelers, Thailand should be in all aspects, such as resource, culture, and service. And
the part of developing is telecommunication, and E-commerce. In order to increase the
number of travelers coming to Thailand, we should know how to use information
technology to make the most benefit.
Travel industry of Thailand can be divided into 2 kinds:
(1)

Direct Travel Industry: these are inbound travel and out bound.
Inbound travel is Thai people traveling in Thailand or foreigner traveling in
Thailand.
Outbound travel is traveler traveling outside Thailand.
For travel system in Thailand, travelers may contact to traveling company or
traveling agency with their own country. Most travelers prefer to use the
second method.

(2)

Other related business: ticket reservation, hotel reservation, car rental
service, etc.

The traditional way is a hindrance because the traveler must depend on foreign
traveling agency. If we want to get more foreign traveler, we should take care of this
traveling agency. If there are misunderstandings, we will lose a customer. In order to
solve this problem, we should look for opportunities. We should find other ways to get
a prospective customer who does not have contacts with foreign traveling agency. The
solution is use technology E-commerce.

We can expose prospective customers to

connect with us. This way there is no limit of time, place, and information. We can
communicate with prospective customers at any place, and any time.

Prospective

customers can connect to the Internet and gather information by himself/herself He/she
can ask any question direct to service provider.
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The process to do E-business of travel industry for a prospective customer starts
from:
( 1)

Searching information and the traveling place.

(2)

Consider description and picture of package tour.

(3)

Ask more information through E-mail.

(4)

Create or select package tour and reserve ticket airplane, hotel.

(5)

Confirm payment.

(6)

Traveling company prepares the procedure.

At present, business trend has changed from traditional business to electronic
business. Internet has made everything convenient and opportunities have grown for
trading.

There are no limits from time and place to make transaction.

Thai

entrepreneurs have developed their business by creating E-Business. This has let people
around the world to gather traveling information all the time through internet. More
over, Thailand has more competitive advantage both traveling place and entrepreneurs
which has motivated travel industry to do E-Business.
Now many large hotels and resorts use E-business for competitive advantages. At
the same time, many medium and small size hotels and resorts cooperate to do "Portal
Web" such as "www.phuket.com" or "www.koh-samui.com", etc.
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III.

3.1

BUSINESS CONCEPT

Company Background
Traveling business is one of many businesses that the government emphasizes and

promotes. Thailand has a lot of traveling place throughout country. The number of
travelers coming to Thailand every year is a lot. And most of them are people who
prefer to travel in an adventurous style. This group may be called "Backpacker". When
they travel, they prefer to rent a non-luxury accommodation. Moreover, they prefer to
cook the food by themselves. But they face problems when they t1y to find an
accommodation because no one provides them Thailand information, interesting
traveling place, accommodation, etc. And most of information providers are in the form
of government agency. Therefore, there is no interaction between the government and
the backpacker. And they take more time to respond their traveler need.
On the other hand, there are a lot of hotels who provide accommodation. Although
these accommodations do not provide services as top level hotels they provide free for
the traveler. But most of them have low capital investment. Thus, to promote or
advertise is difficult.
Backpack Thailand is concerned with all above problem. We try to eliminate them
by creating service to link between traveler and accommodation directly. The initial
point for Backpack Thailand is to set up an information web base.
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3.2

How to Generate Revenue
Although Backpack Thailand deals with both accommodation and backpacker,

the way to generate revenue deal with accommodation directly.
Backpack Thailand can get income from accommodation owner in a form of
product and add-on package. The first source is an annual payment. Another is a
monthly payment which will both be cumulative till the end of year.
The second way is an optional service for promoting any accommodation.
Customers can choose to use this service whenever they want. This service can be used
bi-monthly or monthly.
The last revenue comes from external sources such as food, traveling or hotel
website. Backpack Thailand tries to create business partner by using these techniques; it
is an external banner.
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IV.

4.1

STRATEGIC AND MARKETING PLAN

Current Situation Analysis

Travel Industry makes more mcome for many countries.

World Tourism

Organization (WTO) researches about travel business in the future.

Today target

market of this industry is niche market. 10-15% of travelers are educated and socially
respected people. WTO predicts in 2010, the number of travelers around the world will
increase to more than 1,000 million people. That will make income about 1.55 trillion
US dollars. In 2020, the number of travelers will increase to more than 1,600 million
people. When we compare the travel industry with other industries, travel industry
makes the highest income about 532,000 million US dollars. The second is Automobile
industry which is about 525,000 million. The third is Chemical industry which is about
503,000 million. This prediction encourages many countries to emphasize on travel
industry.
Earlier in the year 2003, the world encountered with SARS which became the
biggest problem of the travel industry around the world. People did not dare to go other
countries. International business came to a standstill. Economy recessed gradually.
After the government tried to solve this problem, Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT)
concentrated to promote Travel Industry.
For Thailand, the first purpose of most foreigners is traveling.
purpose is doing business.

The second

Most travelers who come to Thailand are between the

working age of 25-34 years old. Their behavior does not specify the period of traveling
time but they prefer any time through the year. This group likes new technology. They
use varieties of technology to search desired information without a travel agency. Most
activity of this group is shopping and booking accommodation respectively.
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They

prefer to live by themselves. They do not require more services and facilities such as
cooking.

4.2

Competitive Analysis
Backpack Thailand classifies competitor into 2 categories:
(1)

Direct competitor is Portal Web. This portal web is web site that integrates
small business of hotel and accommodation. Within the web site, tourists
can find information on rooms, special offers for all types of stay, business
travels, family travelers, senior travelers. These are some example portal
web:

www.tourthai.com,

www.siam-thai.com,

www.tourthai2000.com,

www.hotelsthailand.com, www.siam.net.
(2)

Indirect competitor is web site of their own hotel and accommodation.
Besides general information about their hotel, tourists can check its
availability and reserve via the net. Most hotels, who create own web site,
are international hotels. Example is www.marriott.com.

4.3

Market Segmentation

The market can be divided into 2 segments as:
First group is tourists are classified under
( 1)

Geographic

- People who want to travel and search information via

Internet.
(2)

Demographic

- Not high income.

(3)

Psychographic

- Adventurous travels.

Second group is accommodation:
( 1)

Geographic

- Thai hotel and Thai accommodation.

(2)

Demographic

- Low price of rent expense with few facilities.

(3)

Psychographic

- Adventurous travels.
20

4.4

Target Market
First group is tourists who prefer to travel in Thailand. The type of traveling is

adventurous travel.

Either Thai people or foreigner can search travel information.

Their personal income has medium income.
Second target group are any Thai hotel and accommodation that position m
adventurous travel. They want to present their place, their promotion campaign. Their
price should not be high because tourists who go through Backpack Thailand do not
want many facilities.

4.5

SWOT Analysis for Backpack Thailand

Strength
( 1) Provides full range of services relating to backpack travel including varieties
of accommodation, interesting travel place, information of any activities.
(2)

Provides up-to-date information to travelers.

(3) Low package price.
(4) Provides services such as reintermediary to create relationship between
accommodations and tourists.
(5) Giving security system for website operation.
(6)

Good design that friendly is user friendly.

Weakness
( 1)

Lack of online business experience.

(2)

Limited number of web developers or webmasters who will respond for
updating information and maintenance to web database.

(3)

Limited capital and fund.

(4)

Having low initial reputation.
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This is the mam revenue m Backpack Thailand. When any accommodation
would like to promote them, they must register first to be our member. Each package
will have different characteristic.
Add-on Package
This is an optional package. When accommodation owner wants to expand more
accommodation information, this package can be either monthly or annual.
Sponsored Link
This revenue comes from any rental agencies who would like to promote their
place first in the website giving them priority.
Sponsored Search
This can look the same as an accommodation banner. But the difference is that
this one is shown on top of searching result, if those accommodation characteristics
match the searching word.
External Banner
This source of revenue operates the same as an accommodation banner. Different
points between the two of them is, this revenue comes from an external source such as
food, traveling or hotel website.
Price
Prices divided strategy into 2 groups are:
(1)

Tourists: all services are free of charge.

Customer can obtain all

information free such as updated news in related field, articles, web board,
etc.
(2)

Hotel and Accommodation: all services are charged step by step. It depends
on what customer needs to present.
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Due to the flow of information, the Internet is a most well known tool for all
people around the world consisting of millions of users. The Internet is an increasingly
significant medium for communication, information and trade. Backpack Thailand is a
website that is using this channel as option that will help to achieve target goals.
Backpack Thailand will use Internet address identifier and clarify meaning enough for
people to remember.
Promotion
The following below are promotion strategies that are used for adve1iising and
promoting ourselves.
(I)

Any accommodation that registers to be our member can buy any annual
package with two months free of charge after Backpack Thailand launchs in
the first three month.

(2)

Accommodations that promote themselves by using Add-on package six
times continuously can get a month free of charge.

(3)

Backpack Thailand provides any accommodation that can find other rental
or hotel register with us will get two months free of charge.

(4)

Other methods that use for promoting website are banner exchange, post
web board, etc.
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V.

5.1

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Breakeven Analysis
Benefit of this project comes from package that vary depend on accommodation

owner's requirement. Package that is sold are package fee, add-on package,
accommodation banner, accommodation search and external banner. Table 5.1 shows
the project benefit
Cost of this project has 3 mam types are research and development cost,
investment cost, and operating cost. Table 5.2 shows the project cost.
Table 5.3 shows the project breakeven analysis by this project can get pay back
period in year 2. And Table 5.4 displays the breakeven analysis graph.
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N

Project Benefit.

1. Product and Service
- Package Fee
- Add-on Package
- Accommodation Banner
- Accommodation Search
- External Banner
Yearly Net Benefit
OveraJl Net Benefit

Table 5.1.

150
105
7
5
5
year
month
half month
month
month

2,000
300
500
200
700

300,000
378,000
84,000
12,000
42,000
816,000
816,000

330,000
396,000
475,200
570,240
598,752
498,960
718,502
415,800
84,000
84,000
84,000
84,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
12,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
42,000
883,800 1,032,960 1,211,952 1,426,742
1,699,800 2, 732, 760 3,944,712 5,371j454

N
---l

Project Cost.

I

- Preliminary Investigation
2. Investment Cost
2.1 Hardware Costs
2.2 Software Costs
- Operating System for 5 users
- Office Tools
- Graphic Software
- Server Management Pack
- Anti-Virus Package
2.3 Office Equipment
-Desk
- Chair
- Cabinet
- Refrigerator
3. Operating Cost
3 .1 Salaries
- for Web Master
- for Graphic Designer
- for Web Developer
- for Web Administrator
3.2 Domain name and Hosting
3.3 Network System
3.3 Repairs & Maintenance
3.4 Advertising
3.5 Accounting and Legal
3.6 Office Rental
3.7 OHi.ce Supply
3. 8 Utilities
Yearly '.\et Cost
Overall Net Cost

Table 5.2.

personnnonth
person 'month
person/month
person 1month
year
package
year
year
year
year
year
month

I
I
I
1
l
1
I
I

1

1
1

[

unit
unit
unt
unit

unit

4
4
l
1

I

time

package
unit
unit
package
unit

5

I

I

l
4
2
1
4

[

I
I

I

14,000
9,000
10,000
7.000
6.000
2,000
2.000
10.000
3,000
12.000
12.000
5,000

3.500
1.500
1,000
7.000

35 . 000
9.700
26.000
58,500
900

32.000

20.000
160,000

I

168,000
108,000
120,000
84.000
6,000
2.000
2.000
10,000
3,000
12.000
12,000
60,000
982.900
982,900

14.000
6,000
1,000
7.000

35,000
38,800
52,000
58,500
3,600

20,000

I

176.400
113.400
126,000
88.200
6,000
2,000
2.000
10,000
3,000
12,000
12,000
60,000
611.000
1,593.900

185,220
119,070
132.300
92,610
6,000
2,000
2.000
10,000
3,000
12.000
12,000
60.000
636,200
2,230,100

194...+81
125.024
138,915
97,241
6,000
2,000
2,000
10.000
3,000
12,000
12.000
60,000
662,660
2,892.760

204,205
131.275
145,861
102,103
6.000
2.000
2,000
10,000
3,000
12,000
12,000
60,000
690.443
3,583,203

00

N

'

Break.even Analysis.

Return On Investment
Breakeven Point is

Yearl~

Yearly NPV Cash Flow
Overall NPV Cash Flow

Net Cost
Discount rate (10%)
Present value of costs
NPV c:.f All Co.st

Table 5.3.

0.83
1.45
1.67

225,442
73,713

1~398;4~5

89~;554

-151,729
-151,729

611,000
0.8264
504,930

982,900
0.9091
893,554

1.62

298,086
371,799

l,876,462

636,200
0.7513
477,977

1.83

375,166
746,965

~.329,059·

662,660
0.683
452,597

2.07

457,168
1,204,134

690,443
0.6209
428,696
2,757,755

\0

N
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VI.

6.1

WEB PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Definition of Site's Goal
(1)

To provide detailed accommodation information for backpackers.

(2)

To create system for management accommodation and hotels that are
located in Thailand.

(3)

To give other interesting information that are related with backpacking
activity.

6.2

Question and Answer

(1)

What does Backpack Thailand do?
(a)

Backpack Thailand is an information based system of Thailand
inbound backpacking traveling. We operate as an intermediary between
Thailand accommodations and backpackers.

(2)

What is the main feature for this web?
(a)

The main feature for this web is giving accommodation details for
backpackers and promoting Thailand's accommodation worldwide.

(3)

What is information provided for tourists?
(a)

Main information is accommodation's information.

(b)

Besides, we provide other interesting information such as unseen in
Thailand, backpacking activities, etc.

6.3

Site Content

( 1)

Static Contents
The contents are presented in a standard form. It is not often changed.
Example: About Us, Contact Us, Term of Use, etc.
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(2)

Dynamic Contents
Most information that is shown in this site is contents that can be
changed or modified by accommodation owners or administrators
such as Accommodation Preview.

6.4

Identify Content and Functional Requirement

Identify Content
Backpacker can identify their requirement to get direct information from all
contents by using searching system. This will make backpacker get desired information
precisely, quickly and is ease to use.
Functional Requirement
(1)

News System
This function can make information up to date because administrators
can change from old one to new one that does not require them to
create new files, but they can implemented via web browser. This is
ease to use and provides security for system.

(2)

Sponsored Link
This feature can create a competitive advantage for accommodation
owner because they can promote or advertise their accommodation in
the first page of site. But this is an optional feature.

(3)

Sponsored Search
Instead of using the previous feature, accommodation owner can use
this one to promote their property via search system.

The

characteristic is when anyone searches information within website and
the searching word matches with an accommodation keyword, that
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accommodation will be shown on the top of the page. This one also
is an optional.
(4)

Accommodation Search
This is searching system for backpackers to find any specific
information according to their need. All results will be presented
following their searching word.

(5)

Registration System
Accommodation owner can register with Backpack Thailand by
themselves. On the other hand, if they do not want to make it by
themselves, we provide registration service for them also.

(6)

Accommodation Management
Most important function for this site is this one. Accommodation
owner can manage all information that they would like to present for
backpackers. They can add new property or edit existing property by
themselves via web browser.

(7)

Profile Management
Besides, accommodation owner can update their personal information.
It includes username and password that they would like to change for
security.

(8)

Support System
This

function

is

created

for

building

customer

relationship

management because accommodation owner can contact with web
administrator directly via this feature. They can write comments,
recommendations or requests and send it immediately. Web
administrator will respond as fast as possible after they get them.
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6.5

Site Map Architectural

Figure 6.1.

Site Map Architectural "Backpack Thailand" for Overview.
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us

Figure 6.2.

Site Map Architectural "Backpack Thailand" for Public Section.
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Figure 6.3.

Site Map Architectural "Backpack Thailand" for Advertiser Section.
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Figure 6.4.

Site Map Architectural "Backpack Thailand" for Office Section.
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6.6

Layout Grids

Figure 6.5.

Layout Grids of"Backpack Thailand".
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6.7

Page Mock-up

Bi1nner

Figure 6.6.

Page Mock-up of"Backpack Thailand".
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6.8

Logo Meaning

Figure 6.7.

Logo of"Backpack Thailand".

This logo has 2 parts:
For logo symbol, it compnses 3 objects. Firstly, the blue house represents
backpack accommodation located in Thailand. Blue color is used to represent river and
waterfall. The half green square represents a tree. The last is a half red circle
representing a sun. Overall this symbol presents a natural accommodation in Thailand.
The name of this website is used this style because it exhibits tall and tidy. This
shows comfort and convenience and green color presents a natural environment.
6.9

Visual Design

This website is related with backpack activity, so the idea for creating website
should deal with nature and environment. Most colors that are available in the natural
style are red, green and blue. Red color represents the sun. Next is green, which
represent trees and forest. The last is blue used for waterfall, ocean and river.
Backpack Thailand tries to combine these three colors together for creating the
website. We decide to use green for main color. Other two colors are used for
supplement. For design, we try to make simple, ease of use and friendly interface for the
end user. We are creating a website in a standard form in a whole site. Therefore, the
end user will not confuse when they use Backpack Thailand.
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6.10 Database Design
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Map

Region

Description
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M

Transaction

Figure 6.8.

Entity Relationship Diagram.

This following below are the table description for the above eighteen tables.
(1)

Accommodation: This is the main table that is used to keep accommodation
owner name, owner ID, register date and so on.

(2)

Admin: This table contains administration's information such as username,
password, position, access level, etc.

(3)

Advertiser: It contains accommodation owner's information that is needed
to be member. Example is username, password, property owner, address,
telephone, etc.
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(4)

Answer: All answer that is asked by advertiser will be responded and kept
by using this table.

(5)

Contact: It contains contact person information for each accommodation.

(6)

Description: This is use to keep property's image and description.

(7)

District: It keeps all district information in Thailand.

(8)

Hit: Accommodation owner can check amount of people who are interested
for each property.

(9)

Map: Image map will be kept here and it can be addressed.

(10) News: Daily news will be updated by using this table.
(11) Overview: All assets, equipments, and other characteristic will be collected
by overview table.
(12) Package: All package and service provided by Backpack Thailand is
contained here. It includes price also.
(13) Province: All Thailand provinces is kept here.
(14) Question: If advertisers have any doubt, they can ask by using support
service. All of them will be added into this one.
(15) Rate: This table contains a variety rental rate m each type for
accommodation.
(16) Region: Each province can be classified by using this table.
(17) SponsoredLink: Accommodation link or banner of the first page is recorded
here.
(18) SponsoredSearch: This is the same as previous but information is kept for
accommodation searching.
(19) SubDistrict: This is the smallest area information for each property.
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St.

(20) Transaction: All transaction that occur will be kept here even if it is
completed or not.

6.11 Data Flow Diagram

D 1 Avertiser
Advertiser Detail

1

Add
Advertiser
Detail

D7 Question
Question

D2 Accommodation
Accommodation Detail

2
Add
Accommodation
Detail

7

Ask for
Supporting

3

6

Order
Tracking

Buy
Add-on

Image

Order Request

Image
D3 Description

5
Add
Sponsored
Search

4

Add
Sponsored
Link

Sponsored Search Detail

Sponsored Link Detail
D4 Sponsored Link

I D 5 1Sponsored Search

Figure 6.9.

Data Flow Diagram.

This is a diagram that represents data flow for accommodation owners or
advertisers.
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The first, advertisers put information of accommodation owners such as name,
address, telephone, login and password. After that, login will be checked for
validation. If login is invalid, it will return alert. If not, it will redirect to advertiser
section.
Advertisers can add information of accommodations. Information will be verified
that it is added or not. If it valid, it will be added into database. If no, it will show alert.
Advertisers can add accommodation's detail such as location, description, facility, etc.
Advertisers can buy add-on package for uploading more images. They can buy
accommodation's search and link for promoting their accommodation. Advertisers can
access for tracking the history of buying.
If advertisers have problem or question for using system, they can ask question

and Backpack Thailand will answer or respond within 24 hours.
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VII.

7.1

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Website Management
Website management areas for Backpack Thailand need to focus on people. It can

be either administrator and internal staff or external user. The management of people is
done by setting up database and system for investigation and tracking the responsibility
of people.
Besides Backpack Thailand has a period for rechecking and evaluating the
website. This will reduce the amount of errors and increase operation's website
effectively.

7.2

Website Security Control
The factor that every website should be concerned with is the security system.

Backpack Thailand invests money for renting a secure server. This server can provide
service for encryption and decryption system, digital authentication, and entrust
hardware and software.
Another way is to set up policy, procedure, standard and regulation is to control
both internal people and external people. This can be done in short, intermediate and in
the long run.
Backpack Thailand website is designed to support error handling. This can be
done by checking source code and testing system. We design systems to reduce the
amount of user input by keying and use clicking instead.
7.3

Website Testing
The 3 main strategies for testing website that run properly are:
(1)

Unit Testing means each module is tested alone in an attempt to discover
any error in its code.
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(2)

Integration Testing is the process of bringing together all the modules that
a program comprises for testing process.

(3)

System Testing is the assembling of all the programs that a system
comprises for testing purposes.

These testing can assure that the website will process correctly and provide system
can be available effectively all the time.
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VIII.

8.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
Backpack Thailand is a web application that provides services, convenience and

effective accommodation information in Thailand for backpacker.
The target groups for this website are backpackers and accommodation owners
that are located in Thailand. The products and services that are available are package
and annually postpaid. Backpack Thailand is dominant in low package price.

The

website provides up-to-date information to traveler consistency and gives security
systems for website operation. On the other hand, the website lack business experience
and reputation. Backpackers cannot face the actual accommodation. However,
government emphasized on this business industry and customers can access the sites
whenever and wherever they want.
Initial cost for setup business is 395,900 baht. Backpack Thailand achieves
payback period within 2 years and continuous income's growth gradually. Number of
members will increase 10 percent smoothly each year.
This web application is designed by using user friendly interface and is ease to use
and understand. Backpack Thailand uses the same layout through whole web. Theme
color uses green color that represents the natural environment. And it provides many
features to create benefit for accommodation owners and backpackers such as sponsored
link, sponsored search, support system, etc.
Users of this system can be divided into three people; general travelers who access
the site to view information, accommodation owners who manage their rental
information, and administrators who is the highest priority for management all website
information.
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8.2

Recommendations
Backpack Thailand would like to make further features to cover beyond aspect as

the following below:
(1)

To expand new channels with other variety device.
Backpack Thailand has an idea to offer website content to other
channels such as mobile phone, PDA, etc. This is an advantage for
Backpack Thailand.

(2)

To make an electronic payment system.
This web application still uses the traditional payment system of bank
transfer.

Therefore,

new method to provide convenience for

accommodation is an electronic payment system by using credit card.
(3)

To create multilanguage contents.
An existing content within this website use English language only.
Backpack Thailand tries to cover contents for other languages such as
Thai, Spanish, Chinese, etc.
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APPENDIX A

DATA DICTIONARY

Accommodation Detail

= Detail of Accommodation

Advertiser Detail

=Detail of Advertiser

Confirm Message

= Message for confirmation

Image

= Image of Accommodation

Invalid Message

= Alert message for invalid input

Order List

= List of required order

Order Request

= Request information of required order

Question

= Question that is asked by advertiser

Sponsored Link Detail

= Detail of sponsored link

Sponsored Search Detail

Detailed of sponsored search
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APPENDIXB
DATABASE

Table B. l.

Accommodation.

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Name

Varchar(50)

ShortDetail

Varchar( I 00)

LongDetail

Varchar(l 500)

Address

Varchar(50)

Street

Varchar(50)

SubDistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

DistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

RegionID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Zip

Varchar( 10)

Telephone

Varchar(25)

Mobile

Varchar(25)

Fax

Varchar(25)

Email

Varchar(l 00)
O =Old

New

1 =New

Bit

Default= 1
AdvertiserID

Foreign Key
Not null

Int
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Table B.1.

Accommodation (Continued).

AddedDate

Table B.2.

DateTime

getDate()

Admin.

~

-----

Primary Key
Not null

AdminID

Int

Firstname

Varchar(50)

Lastname

Varchar(50)

Address

Varchar(25)

Street

Varchar(50)

SubDistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

DistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

RegionID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Zip

Varchar( 10)

Telephone

Varchar(25)

Mobile

Varchar(25)

Fax

Varchar(25)
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Table B.2.

Admin (Continued).

Email

Varchar(lOO)

Usemame

Varchar(25)

Password

Varchar(25)

AddedDate

DateTime

Table B.3.

getDate()

Advertiser.

~une

Primary Key
Not null

AdvertiserID

Int

Firstname

Varchar(SO)

Lastname

Varchar(50)

Address

Varchar(25)

Street

Varchar(SO)

SubDistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

DistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

RegionlD

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Zip

Varchar( 10)
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Table B.3.

Advertiser (Continued).

ame
Telephone

Varchar(25)

Mobile

Varchar(25)

Fax

Varchar(25)

Email

Varchar(l 00)

Username

Varchar(25)

Password

Varchar(25)

AddedDate

DateTime

Table B.4.

Answer.

AnswerID

Int

Detail

Text

Priority

getDate()

Primary Key
Not null

1 =Lowest
2=Low
3 =Medium
4 =High
5 =Highest

Int

Default= 3
AdminID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

QuestionID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null
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St
Table B.4.

Answer (Continued).

AddedDate

Date Time

getDate()

ContactID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Firstname

Varchar(50)

Lastname

Varchar(50)

Address

Varchar(25)

Street

Varchar(50)

SubDistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

DistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

RegionID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Zip

Varchar( 10)

Telephone

Varchar(25)

Mobile

Varchar(25)

Table B.5.

Contact.
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Table B.5.

Contact (Continued).

Name
Fax

Varchar(25)

Email

Varchar( 100)

Table B.6.

Description.

Name
DescriptionID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Imagel

Varchar(50)

Image I Detail

Varchar(50)

Image2

Varchar(50)

Image2Detail

Varchar(SO)

Image3

Varchar(50)

Image3Detail

Varchar(50)

Image4

Varchar(50)

Image4Detail

Varchar(50)

Image5

Varchar(50)

Image5Detail

Varchar(50)
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Table B.6.

Description (Continued).

nme

Data

Image6

Varchar(SO)

Image6Detail

Varchar(SO)

lmage7

Varchar( 5O)

Image7Detail

Varchar(SO)

Image8

Varchar(SO)

Image8Detail

Varchar(50)

Image9

Varchar(SO)

lmage9Detail

Varchar(SO)

ImagelO

Varchar(SO)

Image 1ODetail

Varchar(SO)

Imagel 1

Varchar(SO)

Image I I Detail

Varchar(SO)

Image12

Varchar( 50)

Image 12Detail

Varchar(SO)
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Table B. 7.

District.

1\mue

DistrictID

Int

Name

Varchar(50)

ProvinceID

Varchar(50)

Table B.8.

Primary Key
Not null

Foreign Key
Not null

Hit.

HitID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

AddedDate

DateTime

getDate()

MapID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

Name

Varchar( 50)

SubDistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

DistrictID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Table B.9.

M ap.
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Table B.9.

Map (Continued).

RegionID

Int

Area

Varchar( 1000)

Table B.10.

Foreign Key
Not null

News.

Nanw

Primary Key
Not null

NewsID

Int

Topic

Varchar(50)

Detail

Text

AdminID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

AddedDate

DateTime

getDate()

OverviewID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

UnitAmount

Int

Default= 0

LandArea

Int

Default= 0

Table B.11.

Overview.

N::une
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Table B.11.

AirCondition

Overview (Continued).

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

CeilingFan

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Fax

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0
0 =Not select
1 =Select

Fitness

Bit

Default= 0

Internet

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Kitchen

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

LivingRoom

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Lobby

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Office

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= O
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Table B.11.

Reception

Overview (Continued).

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Sunbed

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0
O =Not select

Telephone

1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

BeachChair

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= O

Bicycle

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

GardenChair

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

OutsideGrill

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Soccer

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0
O = Not select

Tennis

1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0
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Table B.11.

Overview (Continued).
']

Volleyball

0 Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Bar

0 = Not select
1 Select

Bit

Default= 0

CarHire

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

CleaningService

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

HouseKeeping

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Newspaper

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Restaurant

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Salon

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Secretary

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0
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Table B.11.

Overview (Continued).

Security

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Spa

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Staff

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

ElectricCooker

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Freezer

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

GasCooker

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Microwave

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Oven

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

TeaCoffeeMaking

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= O
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Table B.11.

Overview (Continued).

Nmnc

WashingMachine

0 = Not select
I =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Bar

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Cinema

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

College

0 = Not select
1 Select

Bit

Default= 0

HighSchool

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= O

Museum

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Nightclub

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

Primary School

0 =Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= 0

University

0 = Not select
1 =Select

Bit

Default= O
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Table B.12.

Package.

PackageID

Int

Name

Varchar(50)

Price

Int

Primary Key
Not null

0 =Standard
1 =Add-on

Bit

Type

Default= 0

Table B.13.

Province.

Primary Key
Not null

ProvinceID

Int

Name

Varchar(50)

RegionID

Varchar(50)

Foreign Key
Not null

QuestionID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

Topic

Varchar(50)

Detail

Text

Table B.14.

Question.

Name
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Table B.14.

Question (Continue).

AdvertiserID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

AddedDate

DateTime

getDate()

TableB.15.

Rate.

RateID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Room Type

1 =Single
2 =Double
3 Twin
4 =Triple
5 =Family

Int

Default= 1
RentalRate

Currency

Default= 0

Int

0 =US dollar
1 =Thai baht

Bit

Default= 0
RentalRateDetail

Varchar( 500)
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Table B.16.

Region.

RegionID

Int

Name

Varchar(50)

Table B.17.

Primary Key
Not null

SponsoredLink.

Name
SponsoredLinkID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Name

Varchar(50)

Detail

Varchar(l 50)

StartDate

DateTime

FinishDate

DateTime

Table B.18.

SponsoredSearch.

ame
SponsoredSearchID

Int

Primary Key
Not null

AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Name

Varchar(50)
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Table B.18.

SponsoredSearch (Continued).

Detail

Varchar(150)

StartDate

DateTime

FinishDate

DateTime

Metal

Varchar(25)

Meta2

Varchar(25)

Meta3

Varchar(25)

Meta4

Varchar(25)

Meta5

Varchar(25)

Meta6

Varchar(25)

Meta?

Varchar(25)

Meta8

Varchar(25)

TableB.19.

SubDistrict.

Field
SubDistrict

Int

Name

Varchar(SO)

DistrictlD

Varchar(SO)

Primary Key
Not null

Foreign Key
Not null
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Table B.20.

Transaction.

TransactionID

Success

Primary Key
Not null

Int

0 = Incomplete
1 =Complete

Bit

Default= O
O =Old

New

1 =New

Bit

Default= 1
AccommodationID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

PackageID

Int

Foreign Key
Not null

Net

Int

Default= 0

Vat

Int

Default= 0

Total

Int

Default= 0

AddedDate

DateTime

getDate()
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APPENDIXC
WEBSITE INTERFACE
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Figure C. l.

Default Page of Backpack Thailand.
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Figure C.2.
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Accommodation Finder.
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Figure C.3.

Registration Form.
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Figure C.4.

Package Information.
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Figure C.5.

Select Accommodation Level 1.

Figure C.6.

Select Accommodation Level 2.
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Figure C.7.

Accommodation List.
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Figure C.8.

Suksakulpan

Accommodation Display.
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Figure C.9.

Default Page of Advertiser Section.
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Figure C.10.

Add or Update Accommodation Description.
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Figure C.11.

Add or Update Accommodation Location.
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Default Page of Administration Section.
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